Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of December 1st and 8th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF DECEMBER 1ST (as of 11.21.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Premieres
THE LITTLE COUPLE – Tuesday, December 2

Special Episodes
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM: CHRISTMAS SPECIAL – Sunday, December 7 (as part of TLC Season)

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2

9:00PM ET/PT
THE LITTLE COUPLE – “HAVE A LITTLE FAITH”
After a year of extreme highs and lows, the Little Couple is ready to enjoy everyday life. First, they’re off to Florida for the long-delayed baptism of Will and Zoey. Afterwards, they hit the road again, heading to Washington D.C. to speak on Capitol Hill.

10:00PM ET/PT
RISKING IT ALL – “KIDS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN”
All work and no play takes its toll on each family. Miriam Kemp refuses to be relegated to women’s work and shows her father what she’s made of. The Watford boys make a break for the woods to avoid chores. A family friend cracks the whip on the Elliott girls.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4

8:00PM ET/PT
SURVIVING EXODUS (Discovery Portfolio Simulcast)
Exodus is one of the greatest stories of all time, and Ridley Scott turned it into an epic movie. Now Aaron Paul and a team of experts and scientists are going to experience the Ten Plagues and the parting of the Red Sea first hand.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “STYLE THERAPY”
Edgy bride Callie is more concerned with pleasing her mom than sticking to her own style. Sexy bride Genevieve wants lots of “va-va-voom,” but her entourage wants her to tone it down. Southern Belle Annaclaire has no clue what style dress she is looking for.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “A THORN IN THE BRIDE’S SIDE”
Miss USA Erin Brady is ready to find her dream dress, but she must also please her mother-in-law. Monika wants lots of drama to match her style, but her sister disagrees. Kat returns for her fitting, hoping her opinionated friend still loves her dress.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “BRIDAL MUSCLE SHOW”
Cat wants a dress that will show off her body-builder physique, but her mother-in-law wants her to wear her conservative 1980s gown, which Cat can tear by flexing her muscles. Kelly and Sam struggle to find a dress that won’t reveal too much.

10:30PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “LOVE ON A LIST”
Sheena has a Type-A personality. She likes to-do lists and even met her fiancé on the Internet so that she could check off all of her requirements. Wearing mom’s flashy dress is definitely not on her list. Sam and Kelly have a hard task ahead of them.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6

8:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “CLUELESS!” (Previously aired on TLC Nov. 15 / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – A man comes to the ER thinking he’s constipated, but his condition is life-threatening, a doctor treating a young woman in cardiac arrest discovers she’s treating two patients in one; and a patient’s family is clueless and a doctor could use some help.

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “DON’T TOUCH THAT!” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
An ER doctor must solve why a student is having difficulty breathing, and what his fraternity brothers might be hiding; a man falls off a roof and is impaled by a shovel; and a police officer has a heart attack that endangers the hospital staff.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “RETIREMENT HOBBY”
A man can’t believe he’s getting busy with his girlfriend in his sleep until he sees the video; a steamy first date cooking class makes a couple to go all the way and to the ER; and a retirement hobby gets a man in trouble with his girlfriend and his doctor.

11:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “BUSTED!” (Previously aired Nov. 15)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – After a sneaky romp, college sweethearts are busted and must go to the ER and the dentist; a fetish feast leaves a woman unable to hear; and Romeo has been stuck in his zipper for hours and the doctor suspects Juliet has something to do with his injury.
**SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7**

8:00PM ET/PT  
**LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “CHRISTMAS SPECIAL”** (Part of TLC Season)  
With her empty nest filling up again for the holidays, Theresa decides to get the whole family involved in a charity event at her dad's firehouse, where she and Larry agree to dress as Mr. & Mrs. Claus. Also, at a time of year when people are missing their loved ones most, Theresa gives a group of people the gift they want most. She reconnects a grieving couple with their son and reunites a single mom with the husband she lost to cancer. Later, Theresa senses the presence of a child at a group reading whose mother isn’t there.

9:00PM ET/PT  
**90 DAY FIANCÉ – “EP TITLE TBD”**  
Episode description not available at this time.

10:00PM ET/PT  
**MY FIVE WIVES – “HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?”**  
The wives confront Brady with their frustrations after he tells them a new side business will be taking up more of his time. When all five wives want to go line dancing, they arrange a “mega-date” with Brady. The family has fun putting on a film festival.

**WEEK OF DECEMBER 8TH** (as of 11.21.14)

**OF NOTE THIS WEEK:**

**TLC SEASON** – Sunday, Dec. 7 through Sunday, Dec. 14

*Specials* (part of TLC Season)  
**DECK THE HALLS WITH DR. CHRISTMAS** – Friday, December 12  
**THE SECRET SANTA** – Sunday, December 14

**TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9**

9:00PM ET/PT  
**THE LITTLE COUPLE – “DEVICE FREE DAY”**  
Will and Zoey love their devices and are highly skilled at using technology. But Jen and Bill want the family to take some time away from their handheld screens so they head to Jen’s favorite beach in Galveston. There, they split off, with Jen and Zoey hitting the beach and Bill and Will heading to the pier to hopefully catch some fish for dinner. Also, Jen goes for her six-month oncology check-up.

10:00PM ET/PT  
**RISKING IT ALL – “CELEBRATE OFF-GRID TIMES, C’MON!”**  
Family celebrations take on a whole new meaning off grid. Romance isn’t what it used to be for the Kemps’ wedding anniversary. Unexpected gifts abound at Cullen Watford’s 4th birthday party. And Tina Elliott suffers a debilitating setback.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKEATS – “MERRY CHEAPSKEATS CHRISTMAS”
It’s a special episode of this series, which documents people who go to extremes to save money: Sarah visits junkyards for her family’s Christmas gifts, while Shelley creates a Christmas turkey mutation out of ground meat, chicken and turkey legs.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11

9:00PM ET/PT
GYPSY SISTERS – “A NAUGHTY OR NICE CHRISTMAS”
It’s Christmas time in West Virginia and the Gypsy Sisters are ready to kick off the festivities! But not everyone’s in the holiday spirit. Kayla decides to trump Nettie’s costume party with her own “Naughty or Nice” themed celebration. Later, Mellie reveals a very special secret to the family.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12

9:00PM ET/PT
DECK THE HALLS WITH DR. CHRISTMAS
Go inside the world of Bob Pranga – aka Dr. Christmas – and his partner Debi Staron as they transform Hollywood homes into remarkable winter wonderlands. Celebrity clients this year include celebrities Brooke Burke-Charvet, Mario Lopez, and Alison Sweeney who invite viewers into their homes as they put their holiday spirit into overdrive.

10PM ET/PT
TLC’S FAVORITE HOLIDAY MOMENTS
This holiday season, TLC invites you to take a look back at some of our favorite holiday moments. From the Duggars’ surprise holiday gift, to Kate’s favorite Christmas morning routine, to Theresa’s hunt for the perfect tree, we’ll spend time with some of your favorite talents at the most wonderful time of the year.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13

9:00PM ET/PT
SANTA SENT ME TO THE ER
It’s “Ho, ho, oh no!” as we unwrap the hilarious details of what really happens when Christmas cheer leads to “oh dear.” Real people confess how their holiday dreams turned into yuletide nightmares full of bumps, bruises and broken Christmas spirit.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “HOLIDAY HANKY-PANKY”
A holiday shopping romp becomes a headache when a couple is exposed and lands on the naughty list; College co-eds sneak away from a family holiday party and end up in the ER; after a five minute quickie, a couple thinks a Christmas miracle is on the way.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14
THE SECRET SANTA
This two-hour film follows the trail of a mystery figure associated with a string of Christmas “miracles” across the country, and features first-person accounts and extraordinary home video of his exploits that simply cannot be explained—like conjuring a field of snowmen in the middle of the Arizona desert. Who is he? How has he made seemingly impossible Christmas wishes come true? One investigative reporter believes she may have the answer: she’s traced his history of good deeds back decades, and while he’s used different aliases over the years, she’s convinced that the man behind the identity of THE SECRET SANTA, may in fact be the real thing…